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Document purpose 

This document states the strategic direction and focus of Emmbrook Infant School for the 2018-2021 

period. It builds on and replaces the detailed strategy document created for the 2016-2019 period and 

contains the current and agreed strategic initiatives.  

It will be reviewed and adjusted annually and used as core input to annual School Improvement Plans 

(SIP). The SIP will have line of sight to the strategic goals listed in this document. 

 

Content 

Motto & Ethos The essence of the school – our spirit, culture, and the way we do things 

Vision A compelling picture of where we want to be 

Mission What we aim to deliver today 

Core Values Describe those things which we won’t compromise on and expect all 

those connected with the school to adhere, ensuring the development 

of all rounded individuals 

Golden Rules Outline the behaviours which we encourage children to demonstrate 

consistently 

Celebration Recognises the efforts, and achievements of children in their 

acquisition and deployment of skills, knowledge, and behaviour 

Strategic Initiatives Clear initiatives which lead to accomplishment of the vision and the 

delivery of the best schooling that we’re able to deliver, whilst 

remaining agile enough to adapt to a changing environment 

 

Motto & Ethos 

TEAM – Together, everyone achieves more 

 

Together  children, staff, parents, and governors working 

together 

Everyone being an inclusive school,   

  ensuring everybody is valued 

Achieves More  setting and achieving high aspirations for all 
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Vision 

Our vision is to deliver outstanding education as a part of the trio of Emmbrook schools, giving the 

local community a school, of which, parents, carers, pupils, staff and governors are proud. Our 

reputation and skills are such that, as part of a professional learning community, our outwardly 

focused staff are recognised and used as mentors for sharing our best practice. 

 

Mission 

Our school is a secure, healthy, stimulating and caring environment in which staff and children 

appreciate and respect each other as they develop and deepen new skills and concepts. 

Learning is exciting, inspiring, challenging and enjoyable. Every child is happy, caring and confident 

whilst knowing they are a valued member of our school. We embrace the individual needs of every 

child to progress and grow through our Core Values, whist working in strong partnership with home. 

Children achieve personally, socially and academically, laying the foundations for life-long learning 

and independence. 

 

Core values 

The school core values have been honed over time and are built into the very fabric of EIS schooling, 

each receiving a specific focus during the year to reinforce their importance and to help children to 

embrace its meaning and prepare for life in modern Britain. The 10 Core Values are: 

• Respect           I understand that people’s feelings and their belongings are important and      

   we must take care of them 

• Resilience        I will keep trying when I find things difficult in my work and in my play 

• Empathy        I understand that everyone is different, and I am kind to everyone 

• Patience          I can wait for my turn without getting angry 

• Independence I can do things on my own and think for myself 

• Curiosity         I like to ask questions and want to find out more 

• Honesty           I will always tell the truth, play fairly and not take things that do not belong  

to me 

• Self-Discipline I know what to do in different situations and I will make the right choices 

• Confidence        I am happy to be me and not afraid to have a go 

• Teamwork        I can join in with other children, listen, use and share my ideas 
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Golden rules 

In addition to the core values, EIS encourages all children to adhere to a set of 10 Golden Rules, which 

guide the behaviours expected of the children.  

• Listen to every adult in school - Show me Ten 

• Remember to say please, thank you and excuse me   

• Always sit calmly and sensibly on the carpet 

• Always walk around school 

• Look after your own things carefully and tidily 

• Remember to wait your turn 

• Use your inside voice in school 

• Respect and think of others 

• Keep your school clean and tidy 

• Behave sensibly and play safely outside 

 

Celebration 

Celebration is a fundamental part of school life at EIS, which is shown publicly in a number of montages 

across the school, plus during school assemblies and in the monthly school newsletter. Visitors to the 

school, including teachers and governors are often found enviously reviewing the many displays of 

both school work and achievement. The school formally celebrates through: 

• Silver Swans, awarded weekly in assembly and recognise when someone has made an extra or 

special effort – it can be work, manners, being helpful and alike 

• Rainbow Award is for the Golden Rules and stay displayed from award to the end of the academic 

year 

• The Core Value Tree shows the names of children who have demonstrated the core value for that 

month and are awarded by their teacher 

• Head Teacher’s award is weekly and awarded directly by the Head Teacher who will have spotted 

someone going above and beyond in manners, helpfulness and alike 

• Lunchtime recognition slips are awarded by Lunchtime Controllers and remain on display in the 

main hall for that week 
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Strategic Initiatives 

Each strategic initiative, listed below, will have a small team of Governors focused on defining its 

scope, measures and completion. The working group will co-opt members as appropriate to build a 

recommendation of action (s) to the full governing board. Strategic Initiatives and their associated 

working group on members are temporary, but important to delivering a focused and clearly defined 

benefit to the school and/or governance. Working groups report progress directly into the full 

governing board. 

# Strategic Initiative Brief Description 

1 Data Review Deepening our understanding of how data is used to drive decisions 
and benchmarking the school locally and nationally to ensure that the 
right priorities are addressed and easily understood. 

2 IT Strategy Phase 1 - Governors 
Phase 2 - Back Office 
Phase 3 - Classroom 

3 Commercial 
Improvement 

Incremental revenue growth from asset sweating, sponsorship, 
advertising and local business support. 

4 Reducing Teacher 
Workload 

Identifying, recommending and championing changes to reduce 
administration overhead, improve teacher work life balance and 
classroom efficiency. 

5 Key Documents and 
Information 

Identify and oversee the preparation of key assets for Governors and 
Staff for a section 5 Ofsted visit. 

 


